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1 Introduction This document contains the detailed design documentation associated with the architectural and proof of concept designs and validation efforts for a low cost two-person supervisory control for small unmanned aerial systems (sUAS). The contents of this document include project design requirements, architectural overviews, data flow diagrams, description of design decisions, version descriptions, validation and testing requirements, and other design related documentation. This document is intended to be representational of the design and will be updated as necessary. NOTE: The format of this document is not APA 6th ed. Instead a custom documentation format was selected to facilitate depiction of design, configuration, instructions, associated versioning details, and the performance of document updates.



1.1 Overview The theoretical framework of the supervisory control system solution described within this document was focused on the definition of the two major control systems (i.e., primary vehicle control [PVC] and secondary supervisory control [SSC]), their respective range envelopes, and a supervisory control unit (SCU; i.e., logic gate) to monitor and assign sUAS control priority to one of the control systems based on command from the SSC. The first of the two control systems, the PVC system has been designed and configured as a FPV control system to display an egocentric view from the sUAS and replicate control functionality traditionally associated with egocentric operation. The SSC is the system used by the responsible pilot in command (PIC) from a position within visual line of sight (VLOS) of the remotely operating aircraft (i.e., sUAS). The SSC has been designed to be capable of acquiring and assuming control of the system without permission from the PVC system. Figure 1-1: Supervisory Control Solution Overview depicts all of the major elements of the supervisory control system and their respective interactions.
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Figure 1-1: Supervisory Control Solution Overview



Figure 1-2: sUAS Operational Environment Boundary Limits Overview depicts the operational boundaries the system will operate within.
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Figure 1-2: sUAS Operational Environment Boundary Limits Overview



1.2 Version Description Table 1-1: Document Version Description



Version 1.0



Date 2 January 2013



2.0



18 March 2013



3.0



1 June 2013
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Description Initial draft of document. Updated to include:  System design changes  Phase I testing activities and results  Design of quantitative data capture and statistical analysis  Updated configuration details Updated to include:  Ground Control Station (GCS) Infrastructure design overview



2 References The following represent references associated with the development of this document: ClearView RC Flight Simulator (Version 5.34) [Computer Software]. SVK Systems. Retrieved from: http://rcflightsim.com/download.html Digi, International. (n.d.). How to install USB drivers in Windows 7: For the Digi International XBee interface board. Retrieved from http://ftp1.digi.com/support/images/Win7DriverInstall.pdf Digi International. (2011). XBee-PRO XSC (S3B) Development Kit: Getting started guide (90002152_A). Retrieved from http://ftp1.digi.com/support/applicationguides/90002152_A.pdf Terwilliger, B. (2012a). Proposal to identify design and implementation criteria for low cost two-person supervisory small unmanned aerial system control. Daytona Beach, Florida: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University-Worldwide, College of Aeronautics. Terwilliger, B. (2012b). Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor (Version 1.0) [Computer Software]. Retrieved from: https://sites.google.com/site/etprepository/repository/RSCGDPP-Setup-v.1.0.msi Terwilliger, B., & Ison, D. (2013). Implementing low cost two-person supervisory control for small unmanned aerial systems. Daytona Beach, Florida: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University-Worldwide, College of Aeronautics. Van der Westhuysen, D. (2009). PPJoy Joystick Driver (Version 0.84.5) [Computer Software]. Retrieved from: http://rapidlibrary.com/files/ppjoysetup-0-8-4-5-early-releaseexe_ulzqrm8feqi89on.html
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3 Definitions The following acronyms and abbreviations are used within this document. Table 3-1: Acronyms and Abbreviations



Acronym or Abbreviation A/C BEC COTS Ctl CTL D/C ESC FPV GCS Ghz GPS GUI lb lbs Li-Po VLOS m mAh Mhz mW NTSC OS OSD oz PC PI PIC PVC R&D R/C RC RF RX SA SSC sUAS Page 8



Definition Alternating Current Battery Elimination Circuitry Commercially off the shelf Control Control Direct Current Electronic Speed Control First Person View Ground Control Station Gigahertz Global Positioning System Graphical User Interface Pound Pounds Lithium Polymer Visual Line of Sight Meter(s) Milliampere-hour Megahertz Milliwatt National Television System Committee Operating System On Screen Display Ounce(s) Personal Computer Primary Investigator Pilot in Command Primary Vehicle Control Research and Development Remote Control Remote Control Radio Frequency Receiver Situational Awareness Secondary Supervisory Control Small Unmanned Aerial System



Acronym or Abbreviation TX UBEC USB V
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Definition Transmitter Universal Battery Elimination Circuitry Universal Serial Bus Volts



4 Project Design Requirements The following table contains the design requirements for the sUAS two-person supervisory control system. Table 4-1: sUAS Two-Person Supervisory Control System Design Requirements



Identifier 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 1.1.4 1.1.5 1.1.6 1.1.7 1.2



1.2.1 1.2.1.1 1.2.1.2 1.2.1.3 1.2.2 1.3 1.3.1



1.3.2 1.3.3 1.4 1.4.1 1.5 1.5.1 Page 10



Description Wireless PC Control System (equivalent of remote control [R/C] radio system) sUAS Controls The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS cyclic pitch The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS cyclic roll The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS yaw (tail rotor) The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS main engine throttle The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS collective pitch The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS gyro gain The system shall provide a commanded servo position for the sUAS supervisory control toggle (for Secondary Supervisory Control [SSC] system) User Interaction The system shall translate selected game device inputs (i.e., axes or button states) into calculated servo positions and provide a method to fine tune controls as defined below: The system shall provide a controllable servo speed definition The system shall provide a controllable servo movement range definition (-45 to 45 degrees) The system shall provide a controllable servo control slope (linear vs curve) The system shall visually depict calculated control states in a graphical user interface (GUI) USB Game Device Support The system shall determine and display a list of available USB game devices connected to the PC The system shall provide a method to assign a specific USB game device and its respective controls (i.e., axes and buttons) to each individual sUAS control identified in section 1.1 The system shall read the state of selected USB game devices including analog axes (x, y, and z) and digital buttons (up to button 8) Software/Operating System (OS) Support The system shall run on a PC equipped with the Windows 7 operating system Inputs The system shall accepts user inputs (e.g. mouse clicks and button presses) from the application GUI



Identifier



1.6.1.2



Description The system shall accept control inputs from assigned USB game devices Outputs Servo Controller The system shall send all calculated servo positions to servo controller device The system shall communicate using the Mini SSC or Polulu protocol and provide a method to select the active protocol



1.6.1.3



The communication link shall use a serial connection, selectable by the user (i.e., COM port selection)



1.5.2 1.6 1.6.1 1.6.1.1



1.6.1.4 2 2.1



2.1.1 2.1.2 2.2 2.3 2.3.1 2.3.2 2.3.3 2.4 2.4.1 2.4.2 2.4.3



2.4.4 3 3.1 3.1.1 3.1.2 3.1.3 3.1.4 3.1.5 Page 11



The system shall provide the capability to output control commands as a virtual joystick for use in a PC based R/C flight simulator (e.g., ClearView RC Simulator). Two-Person Supervisory Control System Inputs The system shall accept servo control inputs from an independent seven-channel (7) remote control receiver (RX) as the PVC and an eight-channel (8) remote control RX as the SSC. The system shall provide supervisory control toggle input from the secondary supervisory control (SSC) system Outputs (none) Power The system shall provide 5V power for the PVC system using a standalone or universal battery elimination circuitry (UBEC) The system shall provide 5V power for the SSC system using a standalone BEC (can be same BEC as used with PVC) The system shall provide 7.2V-12V power for the video/audio system Supervisory Control Unit (SCU; Logic Gate) The system shall default to SSC control of the sUAS The system shall provide the capability for the SSC to relinquish control to PVC (i.e., toggle control) when within range of the PVC The system shall provide the capability for the SSC to regain control without PVC approval The system shall provide the capability for the SSC to regain control if PVC is inoperable (e.g., loss RX power, RX hardware failure, or loss of transmitter [TX] signal) sUAS Flight Vehicle Element (sUAS Platform) Functional Capabilities The system shall be capable of performing hovering manuevers The system shall use electric propulsion The system shall be capable of lifting a minimum of a 16 oz (1lb) payload The system shall be capable of flight durations exceeding five minutes The system shall use standard hobby servo control interfaces



Identifier 3.1.6 3.2



3.2.1
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Description The system shall have a FPV video system Future Expansion The system shall have the capability to incorporate sensor telemetry system(s) for future expansion (e.g., on screen display [OSD], global positioning system [GPS], altimeter, and current meter)



5 Design Description The following sections contain the details regarding the theory of operation and design of a low cost two-person supervisory sUAS control system.



5.1 Theory of Operation The supervisory control system was developed to introduce a secondary supervisory operator to provide such supplemental perception in addition to the capability to assume control given a situation beyond the experience, capability, or perception of the primary operator, a loss of primary control signal, or failure of the primary control system. Figure 1-2: sUAS Operational Environment Boundary Limits Overview depicts the expected operating environment of the sUAS.



Figure 5-1: Supervisory Control System Operating Environment Overview
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The supervisory control system framework supports control system inputs reconfiguration (i.e., command inputs to PVC and SSC). The PVC system is controllable using a conventional remote control (R/C) radio system or wireless PC servo control system with associated RX and TX or autonomously using an autopilot system. The SSC system is controllable using an R/C radio system or wireless PC servo control system with associated RX and TX. Figure 5-2: Supervisory Control System Configuration Overview depicts the multiple configurations of the supervisory control solution design.



Figure 5-2: Supervisory Control System Configuration Overview



Figure 5-3: Supervisory Control Solution Range Envelopes Overview represents an overview of the conceptual supervisory control system range envelopes and their relation to the sUAS.
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Figure 5-3: Supervisory Control Solution Range Envelopes Overview



To ensure redundancy of control, the maximum range of the PVC system was purposefully designed to be less than the range of the SSC system. The PVC system utilizes a 2.4Ghz radio frequency (RF) communication system, while the SSC uses a 900Mhz RF communication system capable of a greater VLOS communication range than the PVC. Figure 5-4: Proof of Concept Design Primary and Secondary TX Range Envelopes depicts the communication range envelopes.
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Figure 5-4: Proof of Concept Design Primary and Secondary TX Range Envelopes



The design decision to use two different RF communication ranges was made to support control acquisition in the event of signal loss. If signal loss were to occur using the PVC system (e.g., sUAS outside of primary TX range envelope) the SSC system could be used to reacquire and establish control. Such a design configuration facilitates SSC system selection of sUAS servo control (i.e., toggle between PVC or SSC), when both TX/RX pairs are within range of one another. This design allows for the SSC system to be used to return the sUAS to the primary TX range envelope or land in the event of PVC failure.
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5.2 Design Overview The proof of concept solution described in this document is composed of four design elements, the PVC system, the SSC system, the SCU element (i.e., logic gate onboard the sUAS), and the sUAS vehicle element (including FPV capture and transmission system). Each respective control TX (i.e., primary and secondary) communicates directly to a corresponding RX onboard the sUAS vehicle element to facilitate control redundancy. The SCU monitors the secondary RX (SSC RX) for a supervisory control command (Supervisory CTL CMD; i.e., change from primary to secondary or secondary to primary control). Each control RX provides sUAS servo control input (up to seven channels) to two (2) independent four (4)-channel multiplexers, which based on the command from the SSC assigns control priority to either the PVC or SSC servo commands. Figure 5-2: Supervisory Control System Configuration Overview depicts the potential system control inputs (i.e., options) for the PVC and SSC elements. Figure 5-5: Architectural Overview depicts the architecture of the supervisory control solution with control redundancy, while Figure 5-6: Detailed Architectural Design depicts the detailed design used in the proof of concept prototype.



Figure 5-5: Architectural Overview
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Figure 5-6: Detailed Architectural Design



The following subsections contain the detailed design description of the four major system elements.
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5.2.1 Secondary Supervisory Control (SSC) System The SSC represents a control system used to input the supervisory and default servo control commands to the SCU onboard the sUAS. A custom developed solution (wireless PC servo control) was developed for use as the SSC to support debugging and customization. The wireless PC servo control design used for the SSC is depicted in Figure 5-7: SSC Wireless PC Servo Control Architectural Overview.



Figure 5-7: SSC Wireless PC Servo Control Architectural Overview



The following subsections contain the details regarding the design details of the element. 5.2.1.1 SSC Wireless PC Control Hardware Design The hardware design for the SSC system element was based on primary investigator (PI) experience with remote servo control, known COTS component capabilities, custom developed research and development (R&D) efforts, cost, debugging capability, and availability of components. Figure 5-8: SSC Wireless PC Control System Hardware Overview represents an overview of the hardware components.
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Figure 5-8: SSC Wireless PC Control System Hardware Overview



Wireless PC Control TX System Components The following describes each of the wireless PC control TX system components that remain on the ground and integrated into the GCS (remaining components are PVC system and FPV system): USB Game Device – A Saitek USB Gamepad was selected based on availability of component to PI (already owned and used by PI in R&D efforts). This component communicates to the PC laptop using a USB interface and provides controls that are similar to a standard hobby TX, with dual analog joysticks and buttons. PC Laptop – A Windows 7 Laptop was selected based on availability of component to PI (already owned and used by PI in R&D efforts). This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Model (Sender) using a standard RS232 cable. Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) – A Digi International XBee Pro XSC and RS232 Development Board (serial) was selected based on the capability to provide long range serial communication between the servo controller and the PC laptop and past PI R&D experience with Page 20



similar components. This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Modem (Receiver) using a proprietary 900MHz wireless serial radio frequency (RF) connection, with a range of six (6) miles VLOS. Wireless PC Control RX System Components The following describes each of the wireless PC control RX system components: Wireless RS232 Modem (Receiver) – A Digi International XBee Pro XSC and RS232 Development Board (serial) was selected based on the capability to provide long range serial communication between the servo controller and the PC laptop and past PI R&D experience with similar components. This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) using a proprietary 900MHz wireless serial RF connection, with a range of six (6) miles VLOS. Servo Control Board – A Pololu Serial 8-Servo Controller was selected based on the capability to provide at least seven (7) channels of servo control, having a low cost, and past PI R&D experience with similar components. 5.2.1.2 SSC Wireless PC Control Software Design The SSC Wireless PC Control software uses several COTS components in addition to a previously custom developed application. The details concerning the design of the custom developed elements will not be presented as they were not created as part of this effort. Figure 5-9: SSC Wireless PC Control System Software Overview depicts an overview of the software and the necessary system inputs required for operation.



Figure 5-9: SSC Wireless PC Control System Software Overview
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Applications The following applications provide the functionality necessary to simulate servo control, debug, and remotely control up to eight (8) servos remotely using the SSC hardware described in section SSC Wireless PC Control Hardware Design. SVK Systems ClearView RC Flight Simulator – This COTS application was used to verify and test joystick and servo control configurations prior to integration with actual flight vehicle components. The application provides a high-fidelity simulation of helicopter platforms with FPV capability, while accepting USB game device and virtual joystick commands. The TRex450XLEasy electric helicopter model was loaded and used for initial testing and to build experience flying a model similar to the sUAS platform selected for the research (see section 5.2.4 for description of platform). Figure 5-10: ClearView RC Flight Simulator with TRex450XLEasy Helicopter Model depicts the application being controlled using the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application.



Figure 5-10: ClearView RC Flight Simulator with TRex450XLEasy Helicopter Model in FPV Mode



Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor – This was a previously developed custom application was used for the testing of control configurations (using a COTS flight simulation application) and wireless PC servo control. The application provides for the capture and pre-processing of up to eight (8) USB game devices and control of up to eight (8) standard hobby servos using a serial (COM) port, a serial servo controller, and either the Mini-SSC or Pololu protocol. It is also capable of combining the control inputs (analog axes and/or digital buttons) from eight (8) potential USB game device and creating a virtual joystick with a single set of X, Y, Z, Rx, Ry, Rz, and slider axes for use in other applications Page 22



(e.g., ClearView RC Flight Simulator). The application is also able to save and load custom configurations. Figure 5-11: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor GUI depicts the application with the configuration for interfacing with ClearView RC Flight Simulator to control the TRex450XLEasy flight model.



Figure 5-11: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor GUI



Digi International X-CTU – This application serves as the interface between the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application and the Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) connected to the PC laptop using USB. The application creates virtual serial COM ports for communication using proprietary RF communication between XBee modules, PCs, and serial devices (e.g., Servo Control Board). Figure 5-12: X-CTU Application Screenshot depicts the X-CTU application.
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Figure 5-12: X-CTU Application Screenshot



Support Libraries/Drivers The following support libraries and drivers are required to use the previously described software applications on the PC Laptop. Microsoft DirectX 9.0c En-User Runtime Library – This software library/application programming interface (API) is necessary to interface the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application with USB game devices. PPJoy Library – This software library/API is necessary for the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor to create a virtual joystick to use in the ClearView RC Flight Simulator application. PPJoy Joystick Driver (v. 0.84.5) – This driver is necessary for the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor to create a virtual joystick to use in the ClearView RC Flight Simulator application.
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NOTE: In order to use the unsigned PPJoy Joystick driver on a Windows 7 PC, the operating system (OS) must be put into test mode by opening a command prompt (as an Administrator), entering “Bcdedit.exe -set TESTSIGNING ON” and rebooting the system. Upon restart of the OS, the identifier “Test Mode Windows 7 Build [BUILD NUMBER]” will be displayed in the lower right side of the display. Digi PKG-U USB Wireless Module/USB Serial Port Driver (CMD 2.04.06 WHQL) – This driver package is necessary to establish the virtual com port on a Windows 7 PC to facilitate communication between the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application, X-CTU, and the wireless serial servo control (onboard the sUAS).
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5.2.2 Primary Vehicle Control (PVC) System The PVC represents a control system used to input FPV oriented servo control commands to the SCU onboard the sUAS. A custom developed solution (wireless PC servo control) was developed for use as the PVC to support debugging and customization. The architectural overview of the system is identical to the SSC system described in Figure 5-7: SSC Wireless PC Servo Control Architectural Overview. The following subsections contain the details regarding the design details of the element. 5.2.2.1 PVC Wireless PC Control Hardware Design The hardware design for the PVC (see Figure 5-13: PVC Wireless PC Control System Hardware Overview) is almost identical to the SSC system with the exceptions of a different USB game device, Wireless RS232 Modems, and communication frequency.



Figure 5-13: PVC Wireless PC Control System Hardware Overview
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Wireless PC Control TX System Components The following describes each of the wireless PC control TX system components that remain on the ground and integrated into the GCS (remaining components are SSC system and FPV system): USB Game Device – A Thrustmaster Top Gun USB Joystick was selected based on availability of component to PI (already owned and used by PI in R&D efforts). This component communicates to the PC laptop using a USB interface and provides controls that are similar to a standard hobby TX, with dual analog joysticks and buttons. PC Laptop – A Windows 7 Laptop was selected based on availability of component to PI (already owned and used by PI in R&D efforts). This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Model (Sender) using a standard RS232 cable. Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) – A Digi International XBee Pro 802.15.4 and RS232 Development Board (serial) was selected based on the capability to provide long range serial communication between the servo controller and the PC laptop and past PI R&D experience with similar components. This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Modem (Receiver) using a proprietary 2.4GHz wireless serial RF connection, with a range of one (1) mile VLOS. Wireless PC Control RX System Components The following describes each of the wireless PC control RX system components: Wireless RS232 Modem (Receiver) – A Digi International Xbee Pro 802.15.4 and RS232 Development Board (serial) was selected based on the capability to provide long range serial communication between the servo controller and the PC laptop and past PI R&D experience with similar components. This component communicates to the Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) using a proprietary 2.4GHz wireless serial RF connection, with a range of one (1) mile VLOS. Servo Control Board – A Pololu Serial 8-Servo Controller was selected based on the capability to provide at least seven (7) channels of servo control, having a low cost, and past PI R&D experience with similar components. 5.2.2.2 PVC Wireless PC Control Software Design The PVC software design is identical to the SSC software design, documented in section 5.2.1.2.
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5.2.3 Supervisory Control Unit (SCU) Design The SCU was designed to accept a supervisory control command (Supervisory CTL Cmd) from the SSC and servo commands (Servo Cmds) from the two RX (SSC and PVC; see Figure 5-14: SCU Architectural Overview). The SCU design utilizes two (2) COTS servo multiplexers and assorted servo cabling (e.g., Y-cables and extension cables). Each multiplexer (1 and 2) accept up to eight (8) total servo control inputs (Servo Cmds; four [4] into side A and four [4] into side B), in addition to a single control switch command (from SSC; channel 8) used to switch between side A and B on each. However, because the eight servo command from the SSC is used as the supervisory control command, the second multiplexer is only capable of accepting three (3) servo control inputs from either system (SSC and PVC).



Figure 5-14: SCU Architectural Overview



Figure 5-15: SCU Logic Overview depicts the overview for the SCU command priority determination based on input from the SSC supervisory control command.
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Figure 5-15: SCU Logic Overview



The following subsections contain the details regarding the design details of the element. 5.2.3.1 SCU Hardware Design The hardware design for the SCU element was based on PI experience with remote servo control, known COTS component capabilities, custom developed R&D efforts, cost, and availability of components. Figure 5-16: SCU Hardware Overview represents an overview of the hardware components.
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Figure 5-16: SCU Hardware Overview



Multiplexer 1 – A Servo Multiplexer was selected based on cost, availability of components, and the capability to switch between two (2) sets of four (4) servo inputs from two (2) different control sources (four servo inputs from each) using a separate servo command. The servo control command originates from the SSC. The servo connections all use standard servo cables, while the command connections to the two multiplexers use a standard servo Y- cable and a standard servo cable for the input connection from the SSC Servo Control. Multiplexer 2 – This component is identical to Multiplexer 1, except it is limited to two (2) sets of three (3) servo inputs from two (2) different control sources (three servo inputs from each). 5.2.3.2 SCU Software Design The SCU design is hardware based, with no software.
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5.2.4 sUAS Vehicle Element The original intent of the research was to demonstrate integration of supervisory control into a single rotary-wing R/C platform. However, due to efficient budgeting and realized cost savings over the original proposal, sufficient funding remained for the addition of a fixed-wing platform. The design designation for the vehicle elements is Experimental, Analytics Gathering, Low-cost, Electric (EAGLE) – fixed-wing (FW)/rotary-wing (RW) sUAS. The following sections contain the details pertaining to each of the sUAS vehicle element platforms assembled for use with this research. 5.2.4.1 EAGLE - RW Design A COTS R/C helicopter was purchased and customized for use as the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element (EAGLE-RW, see Figure 5-17: ).



Figure 5-17: EAGLE-RW Platform



The following subsections contain the details regarding the design details of the element. Hardware Design The hardware design for the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element was based on cost, performance, and availability of COTS options provided by vendors. Several of the components have the
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option for upgraded or alternative components. The following describes each of the platform hardware components. Storm 430 Helicopter Components A Storm 430 Glass Fiber Edition was selected as the core of the sUAS vehicle element based on the availability of replacement/upgrade components, performance capability, supportability, ease of integration, and cost. The following describes each of the platform specific components selected or retained (if stock component) for the R/C helicopter: Platform Frame – The default plastic body was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Motor – The stock Storm 3800kv Motor was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Electronic Speed Control (ESC) with Battery Elimination Circuitry (BEC) – The stock Storm 30A ESC with BEC was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. The BEC component is to be disabled to ensure there is no ground loop or accidental burnout of the ESC due to system overload and overheating. NOTE: To disable the ESC BEC, the red cable must be removed from the three-wire connection between the SCU servo output and the ESC. Gyroscope – The stock Storm ROCK-5 Head Lock Gyro was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Control Servos (cyclic and yaw [4]) – The four (4) stock Storm Force MS-90G High Speed Servos were retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Battery – The Storm 11.1V 2200mAh 20C High Capacity Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) Battery was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. FPV System (Onboard) The 5.8Ghz FPV System is comprised of several sub-elements, an onscreen display (OSD) system (Cyclops NOVA OSD), a TX (5.8G 400mw VTX), and camera (FH18C 520tvl 12V mini camera [NTSC]). Each of the FPV system components were selected for use with the platform based on availability, documentation, and comparable cost of the component to other systems. The 5.8Ghz frequency band was selected to ensure compatibility with and reduce potential for interference with the SSC (900Mhz) and PVC (2.4Ghz) systems. Standalone UBEC A TURNIGY 3A UBEC w/ Noise Reduction was selected based on determined capability to support effective flight operation, increase safety, and requiring a low cost investment. Supplemental Materials The selected platform also included a series of supplemental materials and equipment used for support. These components include spares, power charging, tuning, and configuring equipment. Page 32



The following describes each of the platform specific components selected or retained (if stock component) for the platform: Li-Po Charging– The stock HELICOX Safe Charger for Li-Polymer Battery Pack (2-3cells) was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. A Li-Po Battery Charging Bag (Silver Large; Airy-Acc-LE-0045-Silver) was selected to support safe and efficient support operation with a low cost investment. Blade Holder – The stock blade holder was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Helicopter Training Gear – The Training Kit for 300-450 class Helicopter (Airy-Acc-LP-0005) was selected based on determined capability to support safe and effective flight operation with a low cost investment. Spare Battery – The Storm 11.1V 2200mAh 20C High Capacity Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) Battery was selected as a spare battery based on determined capability to support effective flight operation, concurrency with primary battery, and requiring a low cost investment. Spare Airframe - The stock semi-metal body-based airframe and associated components (linkages, rotor head, tail gear box, etc.) was selected based on concurrency with selected sUAS platform and reduced cost investment compared to upgraded components (e.g., glass fiber and carbon fiber editions). FPV System (ground control)– The 5.8Ghz FPV RX (RC805) was selected for use with the platform based on availability, documentation, and comparable cost of the component to other systems. The 5.8Ghz frequency band was selected to ensure compatibility with and reduce potential for interference with the SSC (900Mhz) and PVC (2.4Ghz) systems. Power Distribution The Power Distribution of the sUAS was designed to be operated using a single 11.1V Li-Po battery with a standalone BEC providing 5V power. The individual system components have a dependency on either 5V or 11.1V power, as depicted in Figure 5-18: EAGLE-RW Power Distribution Overview.
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Figure 5-18: EAGLE-RW Power Distribution Overview



NOTE: The red cable between the SCU and ESC has been purposely disconnected to prevent occurrence of ground loop or accidental burnout of the ESC due to system overload and overheating. A future revision of this document may examine use of standalone power (5V) for the SSC to improve redundancy in the possible event of a power overload or loss. Software Design The rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element design is hardware based, with no software.
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5.2.4.2 EAGLE-FW A COTS R/C airplane was purchased and customized for use as the fixed-wing sUAS vehicle element (EAGLE-FW, see Figure 5-19: ).



Figure 5-19: EAGLE-FW



The following subsections contain the details regarding the design details of the element. Hardware Design The hardware design for the sUAS vehicle element was based on cost, performance, and availability of COTS options provided by vendors. Several of the components have the option for upgraded or alternative components. The following describes each of the platform hardware components. FPVRaptor Components An FPVRaptor was selected as the core of the fixed-wing UAS vehicle element based on the availability of replacement/upgrade components, performance capability, supportability, ease of integration, and cost. The following describes each of the platform specific components selected or retained (if stock component) for the R/C airplane: Platform Frame – The default plastic body was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. Motor – The stock motor was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. ESC with BEC – The stock 30A ESC with BEC was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. The BEC component is to be disabled to ensure there is no ground loop or accidental burnout of the ESC due to system overload and overheating. Page 1



NOTE: To disable the ESC BEC, the red cable must be removed from the three-wire connection between the SCU servo output and the ESC. Control Servos (elevator, rudder, ailerons, and flaps [6]) – The four (4) stock 9G servos provided with the aircraft were retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. The platform required the purchase of two (2) additional 9G servos to provide control for the flaps. Battery – The Storm 11.1V 2200mAh 20C High Capacity Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) Battery purchased with the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element was retained based on cost and the determination of acceptable performance. FPV System (Onboard) The fixed-wing sUAS vehicle element uses the same FPV system as the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element. Standalone UBEC A TURNIGY 3A UBEC w/ Noise Reduction was selected based on determined capability to support effective flight operation, increase safety, and requiring a low cost investment. Supplemental Materials The fixed-wing sUAS vehicle element uses the same supplemental materials as the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element. Power Distribution The power distribution of the fixed-wing sUAS vehicle element is identical to the rotary-wing sUAS vehicle element, depicted in Figure 5-18: EAGLE-RW Power Distribution Overview. Software Design The fixed-wing sUAS vehicle element design is hardware based, with no software.
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5.2.5 Ground Control Station (GCS) Infrastructure The GCS for this project was designed and constructed to support portability of the system for operations staged from an automobile (D/C power) or test range (A/C power). The PVC and SSC subsystem TXs and FPV system RX are attached to the GCS to achieve control and display of respective data from the sUAS vehicle element (i.e., EAGLE-FW or EAGLE-RW). The control inputs are configurable using an onboard laptop PC and the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor and X-CRTU applications. Figure 5-20: EAGLE-RW and Supervisory Control GCS depicts the GCS.



Figure 5-20: EAGLE-RW and Supervisory Control GCS
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6 Validation/Testing Actions This section contains the details regarding the validation and testing actions necessary to evaluate use of components and the observed performance of integrated system. NOTE: All activities, unless specified, were or will be tested using the EAGLE-RW platform.



6.1 Ground Testing The activities described in this section are used to confirm acceptable performance of the system as components are added to increase the overall complexity and capability of the design. The ground testing will be performed over four distinct phases (one to four). Upon successful demonstration of the performance capability for each phase, a decision will be made whether to proceed with the design and begin integrating additional components for subsequent design and phase testing actions or revise the design and confirm intended results before proceeding. 6.1.1 Phase I Testing Activities The focus of this phase was placed on confirmation of acceptable performance of the EAGLERW with a single wireless PC control system coupled to the GCS laptop. Upon successful demonstration of capability, the decision was made to proceed with the design and begin integrating additional components for subsequent design and phase testing actions. NOTE: Any servo configuration items not identified in the following table must use the following default values unless servo is unused/not mapped or otherwise identified in the table:  Max Position: 45  Trim Center Position: 0  Servo Speed: 0  Min Position: -45  Servo Hold OFF Table 6-1: Phase I Testing- Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor Configuration Settings



Configuration Item Protocol Com Port CCPM (120 Deg)



Servo 1
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Value Pololu 3 CCPM ON Cyclic Pitch Servo: Servo 1 (Rev unchecked) Cyclic Roll Servo (left): Servo 2 (Rev checked) Collective Pitch Servo (right): Servo 3 (Rev unchecked) Max Position: 5 Trim Center Position: 0 Min Position: -5 Servo Speed: 0 Control Mapping:  Joystick Selection (Axis): P880 0  Axis Selection: Z



Configuration Item Servo 2



Servo 3



Servo 4



Servo 5



Servo 6 Servo 7



Servo 8
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Value Max Position: 5 Trim Center Position: 0 Min Position: -5 Servo Speed: 0 Control Mapping:  Joystick Selection (Axis): P880 0  Axis Selection: Rudder/Rz Max Position: 0 Trim Center Position: 0 Min Position: -15 Servo Speed: 0 Control Mapping: Control Mapping:  Joystick Selection (Axis): P880 0  Axis Selection: Y  Axis Response Curve checked  Axis Response Curve: -1 Max Position: 15 Trim Center Position: 0 Min Position: -15 Servo Speed: 0 Control Mapping: Control Mapping:  Joystick Selection (Axis): P880 0  Axis Selection: Y Max Position: 0 Trim Center Position: -44 Min Position: -45 Servo Speed: 0 Control Mapping: Control Mapping:  Joystick Selection (Axis): P880 0  Axis Selection: Y  Reverse Axis checked  Axis Response Curve checked  Axis Response Curve: -1 Unused-no mapping Map Servo to Button(s) Full Range  Joystick Selection: P880 0  -45 to 45 Joystick Button (Clockwise): Button 6  Enable Button Stick checked Unused-no mapping



CAUTION: Ensure the battery is not connected to the system prior to initiation of this test. WARNING: If the steps of this procedure are not followed exactly as written, personal bodily harm or damage to the equipment may occur. Table 6-2: Phase I Testing Actions



Step Action 1 Disconnect at least two power leads from ESC to brushless motor. 2 Start the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application on the GCS laptop and load an applicable profile or set the control and configuration parameters as defined in Table 6-1: Phase I Testing- Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor Configuration Settings. 3 On the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application, click the Servo 5-> Servo Hold OFF button. 4 Ensure Li-Po 11.1v battery has been charged and connect to the power connector on sUAS.



State PASS



Date 24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



State of button changes to PASS Servo Hold ON (appears red); servo control signal will not be sent to the ESC while button is enabled.



24Feb13



Confirm the following: PASS  Red LED on UBEC  Green LED voltage indicator on Voltmeter reads full charge  Serial servo controller yellow or green LEDs are on (if RED LED appears reset power)  Green LED on Xbee NOTE: Servos may re-center and move when power is applied to the system.



24Feb13
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Result The brushless motor will be unable to spin until a power connection is reestablished. The application opens and is ready for operation.



Step Action 5 Move the control associated with the cyclic pitch control (lowest swash plate position).



6



Move the control associated with the cyclic roll control (lowest swashplate position).



7



Move the control associated with the collective pitch control upwards to mid-point on collective control. Move the control associated with the cyclic pitch control (mid-swashplate position).



8



9



Move the control associated with the cyclic roll control (mid-swashplate position).



10



Move the control associated with the collective pitch control upwards to furthestpoint on collective control. Move the control associated with the cyclic pitch control (high-swashplate position).



11
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Result Confirm all three CCPM servos (cyclic pitch, cyclic roll, and collective pitch) move together at the same rate, smoothly, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height. Confirm cyclic pitch and cyclic roll servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, in opposing directions, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height. Confirm all three CCPM servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, to lift swashplate. Confirm all three CCPM servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height. Confirm cyclic pitch and cyclic roll servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, in opposing directions, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height. Confirm all three CCPM servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, to lift swashplate. Confirm all three CCPM servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height.



State PASS



Date 24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



Step Action 12 Move the control associated with the cyclic roll control (high-swashplate position).



13



14



15



Return the control associated with the collective pitch control down to lowest-point on collective control (or default center). Move the control associated with the tail rotor.



Result Confirm cyclic pitch and cyclic roll servos move together at the same rate, smoothly, in opposing directions, to tilt the swashplate in commanded direction about the same swashplate height. Confirm all three CCPM servos move together at the same rate to return swashplate to lowest height.



State PASS



Date 24Feb13



PASS



24Feb13



Confirm the tail rotor moves PASS in accordance with the command (blade pitch in or pitch out). No power is available to sUAS PASS components.



24Feb13



Disconnect the LiPo battery 24Feb13 from the power connector on the sUAS. WARNING: For the following series of steps, ensure the sUAS is in an open area with plenty of available room for movement. If the sUAS rotors strike a person or object bodily injury or damage may occur. 16 Confirm the Servo 5-> Servo Servo control signal will not PASS 24Feb13 Hold ON button is still be sent to the ESC while enabled on the Remote Servo button is enabled. Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application. 17 Reconnect the two previously All three power leads are PASS 24Feb13 disconnected power leads connected to the ESC and between the ESC and brushless motors. brushless motor. 18 Ensure Li-Po 11.1v battery Confirm the following: PASS 24Feb13 has been charged and connect  Red LED on UBEC to the power connector on  Green LED voltage sUAS. indicator on Voltmeter reads full charge  Serial servo controller yellow or green LEDs are on (if RED LED appears reset power)  Green LED on Xbee  ESC will emit tone(s)
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Step Action 19 Return to the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application and click the Servo 5-> Servo Hold ON button. 20 Move the control associated with the throttle/collective pitch to lowest setting. 21 Move the throttle/collective pitch to default center position.



Result State of button changes to Servo Hold OFF (appears gray); servo control signal will be sent to the ESC while button is disabled.



State PASS



Date 24Feb13



Confirm the main rotor and tail rotor begins spinning.



PASS



24Feb13



Confirm the throttle is in PASS 24Feb13 center position, while main rotor and tail rotor spin without significant vibration. 22 Move the cyclic controls Confirm the rotor disc moves PASS 24Feb13 (pitch and roll). smoothly in commanded direction. 23 Move the control associated Confirm the sUAS has slight PASS 24Feb13 with the tail rotor. movement in commanded direction. CAUTION: Care should be taken while commanded throttle/collective pitch is increased to prevent lift off of the sUAS or over-responsive movement of the rotor disc, which may result in damage to the vehicle. 24 Move the control associated Confirm main rotor and tail PASS 24Feb13 with the throttle/collective rotor spin faster. pitch to higher setting. 25 Move the cyclic controls Confirm the rotor disc moves PASS 24Feb13 (pitch and roll). smoothly in commanded direction and sUAS has slight movement associated with rotor disc movement. 26 Move the control associated Confirm the sUAS has PASS 24Feb13 with the tail rotor. improved responsiveness/ movement in commanded direction. 27 Return the control associated Confirm the main rotor and PASS 24Feb13 with the throttle/collective tail rotor stop spinning. pitch to lowest setting. 28 Return to the Remote Servo State of button changes to PASS 24Feb13 Servo Hold ON (appears red); Control Interface and USB servo control signal will not be Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor application and sent to the ESC while button is click the Servo 5-> Servo enabled. Hold OFF button.
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Step Action 30 Disconnect the LiPo battery from the power connector on the sUAS. 31 Disconnect at least two power leads from ESC to brushless motor. TEST COMPLETE
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Result State No power is available to sUAS PASS components.



Date 24Feb13



The brushless motor will be unable to spin until a power connection is reestablished.



24Feb13



PASS



6.2 Proposed Future Quantitative Data Capture and Statistical Analysis To support evaluation of the proof of concept system performance an experimental completely random design (CRD) is proposed to be implemented. External validity will be controlled using replication (e.g., performance of trials under identical conditions). Internal validity will be addressed through repeated and reliable measurement. Measurements will be made as consistently as possible using identical instruments, methods, and conditions. The baseline measurement for distances will be made at a distance of zero (0) feet (ft) from the GCS, for comparison to other distances (i.e., 500ft and 1000ft). The experiment will be performed over a series of trials to support replication. A single variable will be manipulated at a time to support interactions, observations, and resulting effects. The sizing of each experiment is identical and will require the same sample sizing. A minimum sample size of 22 participants per treatment (n = 22) will be necessary (minimum of 66 total participants using three treatments, N = 66) based upon the results of performing a power analysis using the GPower.exe application with the following settings:  F tests  ANOVA: Fixed effects, omnibus, one-way  Post hoc: Compute achieved power – given , sample size, and effect size  Effect size f of .40   of .05  Total sample size of 66 (N = 66)  Number of groups of three (3) The results of the power analysis indicated, using the selected options and the entered values, a power value (B) of .82 (82%), a Critical F of 3.14, a lambda () of 10.56, numerator degrees of freedom (df) of 2, and a denominator df of 63. The resulting data will be analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc testing, where appropriate. All of the quantitative data capture will use the same process for collection, with 22 samples (n = 22) for each dependent variable being examined. Positions about the ground station TX (PVC and SSC) or RX (FPV video) will be randomly selected (o to 359 degrees) and aligned to a specific independent variable/treatment of communication distance from the ground control (0ft, 500ft, and 1000ft). The respective system being examined will be turned on and configured for operation. The researcher will move the communication system node (e.g., FPV TX, PVC RX, or SSC RX) to the specified distance (oft, 500ft, and 1000ft) at the random heading and make a measurement or observation regarding communication response of system. Figure 6-1: Example quantitative sample positions within test environment depicts potential positions about the ground control at the specific communication measurement distances.
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Figure 6-1: Example quantitative sample positions within test environment



This section will be updated in a future revision of this document to include results of testing and analysis. 6.2.1 Effectiveness of Primary Control Communication The effectiveness of the primary control communication for use with the proof of concept supervisory control system will be determined by performing quantitative data capture and analysis. At the completion of the analysis, conclusions pertaining to the results will be developed and documented. The following represent the details of the research:
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At least 22 samples per treatment (n = 22) will be captured at random magnetic heading positions(0 to 359 degrees) at specified distances from GCS (baseline, 500ft, and 1000ft) Independent variables/treatments o Primary Control Communication Distance (PCCD)  PCCDBaseline (0ft)  PCCD500ft  PCCD1000ft Dependent variable(s) o Received signal strength indication (RSSI)Primary Control Comm (0 to 100%) o Command Achieved Primary Control Comm (true or false) Controlled variable(s) o Transmission Power (63mW) o Environmental conditions  Visibility/visual interference (100% visibility, no visual impediments)  Wind (


6.2.2 Effectiveness of Secondary Control Communication The effectiveness of the secondary control communication for use with the proof of concept supervisory control system will be determined by performing quantitative data capture and analysis. At the completion of the analysis, conclusions pertaining to the results will be developed and documented. The following represent the details of the research:  At least 22 samples per treatment (n = 22) will be captured at random magnetic heading positions(0 to 359 degrees) at specified distances from GCS (baseline, 500ft, and 1000ft) o Secondary Control Communication Distance (SCCD)  SCCDBaseline (0ft)  SCCD500ft  SCCD1000ft  Dependent variable(s) o Received signal strength indication (RSSI)Secondary Control Comm (0 to 100%) o Command Achieved Secondary Control Comm (true or false)  Controlled variable(s) o Transmission Power (250mW) o Environmental conditions  Visibility/visual interference (100% visibility, no visual impediments)  Wind (
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6.2.3 Effectiveness of Video Transmission The effectiveness of the video transmission for use with the proof of concept supervisory control system will be determined by performing quantitative data capture and analysis. At the completion of the analysis, conclusions pertaining to the results will be developed and documented. The following represent the details of the research:  At least 22 samples per treatment (n = 22) will be captured at random magnetic heading positions(0 to 359 degrees) at specified distances from GCS (baseline, 500ft, and 1000ft) o Video Communication Distance (VCD)  VCDBaseline (0ft)  VCD500ft  VCD1000ft  Dependent variable(s) o ClarityVid Comm (visible, partially-visible, or not-visible)  Controlled variable(s) o Transmission Power (200mW) o Environmental conditions  Visibility/visual interference (100% visibility, no visual impediments)  Wind (
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6.3 Proposed Future In-Flight (Aerial) Testing This section will be updated in a future revision of this document to cover integrated system operation for aerial operation.
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7 Software Installation, Configuration, and Use This section contains the description of how to install, configure, and use software applications for the supervisory control system.



7.1 PPJoy Driver The PPJoy Windows 7 driver is necessary for the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor to create a virtual joystick to use in the ClearView RC Flight Simulator application. 1. Download PPJoy v. 0.84.5 (PPJoySetup-0.8.4.5-early-release.exe) from: http://rapidlibrary.com/files/ppjoysetup-0-8-4-5-early-release-exe_ulzqrm8feqi89on.html 2. Place Windows 7 PC into Test Mode. NOTE: In order to use the unsigned PPJoy Joystick driver on a Windows 7 PC, the OS must be put into test mode by opening a command prompt (as an Administrator), entering “Bcdedit.exe -set TESTSIGNING ON” and rebooting the system. Upon restart of the OS, the identifier “Test Mode Windows 7 Build [BUILD NUMBER]” will be displayed in the lower right side of the display. 3. Navigate to location PPJoySetup-0.8.4.5-early-release.exe file was saved, highlight file, right click, and select Run as administrator option. NOTE: During course of installation, if prompted with a dialog stating “Do you want to allow the following program from an unknown publisher to make changes to this computer?” click the Yes button. 4. Click the OK button on the PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup screen (see Figure 7-1: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Screen).



Figure 7-1: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Screen



5. Click the Next button on the Welcome to the PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard screen (see Figure 7-2: Welcome to the PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard Screen).
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Figure 7-2: Welcome to the PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard Screen



6. Click the I Agree button on the License Agreement screen (see Figure 7-3: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - License Agreement Screen).



Figure 7-3: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - License Agreement Screen



7. Accept default file path and click the Install button on the Choose Install Location screen (see Figure 7-4: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - Choose Install Location Screen). Page 18



Figure 7-4: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - Choose Install Location Screen



8. PPJoy driver is installed on PC. 9. When installation is complete, click the Next button on the Installation Complete screen (see Figure 7-5: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - Installation Complete Screen).



Figure 7-5: PPJoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup - Installation Complete Screen
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10. Click the Finish button on the Completing the PPjoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard screen (see Figure 7-6: Completing the PPjoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard Screen).



Figure 7-6: Completing the PPjoy Joystick Driver 0.8.4.5 Setup Wizard Screen



11. The PPJoy Joystick and gamepad configuration utility v.0.84.5.000 dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-7: PPJoy Joystick and gamepad configuration utility v.0.84.5.000 Dialog).
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Figure 7-7: PPJoy Joystick and gamepad configuration utility v.0.84.5.000 Dialog



12. Click the Add button to add a new virtual joystick. 13. The Configure new controller dialog is displayed.



Figure 7-8: Configure new controller Dialog Page 21



14. Accept the default values and click the Add button. 15. Click the Done button. 16. PPJoy joystick driver is ready for use.



7.2 Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/PreProcessor The Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application is used for the testing of control configurations (using a COTS flight simulation application) and wireless PC servo control. The following contain the details describing how to install and configure the application for use with the supervisory control system proof of concept design to test control configurations and provide control commands for up to eight (8) servos. 7.2.1 Installation Perform the following steps on each PC (SSC and PVC): 1. Download the RSCGDPP-Setup-v.1.0.msi file from: https://sites.google.com/site/etprepository/repository/RSCGDPP-Setup-v.1.0.msi 2. Navigate to the downloaded installation file and execute. 3. Click the Next button on the Welcome to the RSCGDPP Setup Wizard screen (see Figure 7-9: RSCGPP - Welcome to the RSCGDPP Screen). NOTE: During course of installation, if prompted with a dialog stating “Do you want to allow the following program from an unknown publisher to make changes to this computer?” click the Yes button.



Figure 7-9: RSCGPP - Welcome to the RSCGDPP Screen



4. Accept default folder path and click the Next button on the Select Installation Folder screen (see Figure 7-10: RSCGPP - Select Installation Folder Screen). Page 22



Figure 7-10: RSCGPP - Select Installation Folder Screen



5. Click the Next button on the Confirm Installation screen (see Figure 7-11: RSCGPP Confirm Installation Screen).



Figure 7-11: RSCGPP - Confirm Installation Screen



6. Application is installed on PC. Page 23



7. Click the Close button on the Installation Complete screen (see Figure 7-12: RSCGPP Installation Complete Screen).



Figure 7-12: RSCGPP - Installation Complete Screen



8. The application has been installed on the PC. 7.2.2 Control Configurations The following subsections contain the details regarding how to set up and use the control application as a SSC or PVC control system. 7.2.2.1 SSC Configurations Configure as SSC for Simulation (Rotary-Wing) The following steps are used to configure the system for use with the ClearView RC Simulator application. CAUTION: The following instructions are associated with mapping controls for the simulated rotary-wing (i.e., helicopter) platform. The mapping to the actual sUAS vehicle element differs significantly from the ClearView RC simulation mapping. DO NOT use the SSC simulation configuration for actual sUAS operation. Damage to the operator or vehicle could occur if the incorrect setup procedure is used for actual operation. 1. Ensure the PPJoy application and driver have been installed and configured (as Parallel Port Joystick Device) on the system (see section 7.1 PPJoy Driver). 2. Ensure a USB game device/joystick is connected to PC and is visible in the Windows Game Controllers control dialog (setup USB game controllers; see Figure 7-13: Windows Game Controllers Screen). Page 24



Figure 7-13: Windows Game Controllers Screen



3. Open/execute application (use shortcut or navigate to application directory to locate and execute RemoteServoCtl.exe). 4. Application opens and loads last known configuration (see Figure 7-14: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor Main Screen).



Figure 7-14: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor Main Screen



5. For each servo (1-4 and 8), click the Control Mapping button and map each applicable servo control as follows (see Figure 7-15: Map Servo to Joystick Screen): Page 25



NOTE: It is possible to load a previously created configuration file if one has been created to bypass the following steps. Click the Open Config File button, navigate to desired file, select, and then click Open button.



Figure 7-15: Map Servo to Joystick Screen



Servo 1 (Rotor Roll) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Rudder/Rz” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. NOTE: The Joystick Test control in the lower left of the Map Servo to Joystick screen can be used as a diagnostic to determine the specific axis or button being used for each joystick/game device connected to the PC. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “20” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-20” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 2 (Rotor Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Z” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. Page 26



d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “20” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-20” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 3 (Tailrotor/Yaw) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Half Range tab. c. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (+45) pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 8” option from the Center to 45 Joystick Button pull down menu. e. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (-45) pull down menu. f. Select the “Button 7” option from the Center to -45 Joystick Button pull down menu. g. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. h. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. i. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “15” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. j. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-15” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. k. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 4 (Throttle) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Y” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “15” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Keep the servo 4 Min Position value at “-45.” Page 27



i. Keep the servo 4 Trim Center Position value at “0.” Servo 8 (Supervisory CTL Cmd) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Full Range tab. c. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 1” option from the -45 to 45 Joystick Button (Clockwise) pull down menu. e. Click the Supervisory Control Command checkbox. f. Repeatedly click the Axis Null Zone (+) button to increase the value from “0” to “20.” g. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. h. Select the “Servo 8” option from the SSC Servo Toggle pull down menu in the lower left corner of the screen. NOTE: Future revision of this document may include instructions to add additional servo mapping functionality to cover trim/idle and collective pitch control. 6. Click the “PPJoy” communication protocol radio button under Protocol: in the lower left of the main screen. 7. Click the Save Config to File button, navigate to desired location, enter “SSC_control_Config” into the File name: text box, and click the Save button. The configuration is saved for future use. 8. Configuration of game device as SSC is complete, proceed to either configure application for use with flight simulation to test configuration or to remotely operate sUAS vehicle element. Configure as SSC for Actual Operation (EAGLE-RW) The following steps are used to configure the system for use with the X-CTU application and a PC Serial Servo Controller. CAUTION: The following instructions are associated with mapping controls for the actual EAGLE-RW platform. The mapping to the actual sUAS vehicle element differs significantly from the ClearView RC simulation mapping. DO NOT use the SSC simulation configuration for actual sUAS operation. Damage to the operator or vehicle could occur if the incorrect setup procedure is used for actual operation. WARNING: Before performing any setup activities, ensure the connections between the ESC and the electric motor have been disconnected to prevent turning of motor/rotors. 1. Ensure the PPJoy application and driver have been installed and configured (as Parallel Port Joystick Device) on the system (see section 7.1 PPJoy Driver). 2. Ensure a USB game device/joystick is connected to PC and is visible in the Windows Game Controllers control dialog (setup USB game controllers; see Figure 7-13: Windows Game Controllers Screen). 3. Open/execute application (use shortcut or navigate to application directory to locate and execute RemoteServoCtl.exe). Page 28



4. Application opens and loads last known configuration (see Figure 7-14: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor Main Screen). 5. For each servo (1-6 and 8), click the Control Mapping button and map each applicable servo control as follows (see Figure 7-15: Map Servo to Joystick Screen): NOTE: It is possible to load a previously created configuration file if one has been created to bypass the following steps. Click the Open Config File button, navigate to desired file, select, and then click Open button. Servo 1 (Rotor Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Y” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. NOTE: The Joystick Test control in the lower left of the Map Servo to Joystick screen can be used as a diagnostic to determine the specific axis or button being used for each joystick/game device connected to the PC. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. j. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 1” from Cyclic Pitch Servo pull down menu. Servo 2 (Rotor Roll) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “X” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. j. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 2” from Cyclic Roll Servo(left) pull down menu and check the Rev checkbox. Page 29



Servo 3 (Collective Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Z” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. j. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 4” from Collective Pitch Servo (right) pull down menu. Servo 4 (Tailrotor/Yaw) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Half Range tab. c. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (+45) pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 8” option from the Center to 45 Joystick Button pull down menu. e. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (-45) pull down menu. f. Select the “Button 7” option from the Center to -45 Joystick Button pull down menu. g. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. h. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. Servo 5 (Throttle) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Z” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “15” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. Page 30



h. Keep the servo 4 Min Position value at “-45.” i. Keep the servo 4 Trim Center Position value at “0.” Servo 6 (EMPTY) Servo 7 (Gyro Mode Select) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Full Range tab. c. Select “P880 0” from the Joystick Selection pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 2” option from the -45 to 45 Joystick Button (Clockwise) pull down menu. e. Click the Enable Button Stick checkbox. f. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. Servo 8 (Supervisory CTL Cmd) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Full Range tab. c. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 1” option from the -45 to 45 Joystick Button (Clockwise) pull down menu. e. Click the Supervisory Control Command checkbox. f. Repeatedly click the Axis Null Zone (+) button to increase the value from “0” to “20.” g. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. h. Select the “Servo 8” option from the SSC Servo Toggle pull down menu in the lower left corner of the screen. 6. Click the “MiniSSC” communication protocol radio button under Protocol: in the lower left of the main screen. 7. Select “COM3” from COM Port pull down menu. 8. If CCPM ON is not visible on the button under CCPM (120 Deg), click the CCPM OFF button. 9. Click the Save Config to File button, navigate to desired location, enter “SSC_sUAS_actual_ccpm” into the File name: text box, and click the Save button. The configuration is saved for future use. 10. Configuration of system for actual SSC operation is complete. 7.2.2.2 PVC Configurations Configure as PVC for Simulation (Rotary Wing) The following steps are used to configure the system for use with the ClearView RC Simulator application. CAUTION: The following instructions are associated with mapping controls for the simulated rotary-wing (i.e., helicopter) platform. The mapping to the actual sUAS vehicle element differs significantly from the ClearView RC simulation mapping. DO NOT use the PVC simulation configuration for actual sUAS operation. Damage to the operator or vehicle could occur if the incorrect setup procedure is used for actual operation.
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1. Ensure the PPJoy application and driver have been installed and configured (as Parallel Port Joystick Device) on the system. 2. Ensure a USB game device/joystick is connected to PC and is visible in the Windows Game Controllers control (setup USB game controllers; see Figure 7-13: Windows Game Controllers Screen). 3. Open/execute application (use shortcut or navigate to application directory to locate and execute RemoteServoCtl.exe). Application opens and loads last known configuration. 4. For each servo (1-4), click the Control Mapping button and map each applicable servo control as follows (see Figure 7-15: Map Servo to Joystick Screen): Servo 1 (Rotor Roll) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “X” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “10” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-10” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 2 (Rotor Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Y” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “10” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-10” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 3 (Tailrotor/Yaw) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. Page 32



b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Rudder/Rz” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. e. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. f. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “10” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. g. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-10” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) button to set the servo center trim position from “0” to “4.” Servo 4 (Throttle) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select the applicable joystick/game device from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Slider” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “20” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Keep the servo 4 Min Position value at “-45.” i. Keep the servo 4 Trim Center Position value at “0.” NOTE: Future revision of this document may include instructions to add additional servo mapping functionality to cover trim/idle and collective pitch control. 5. Click the Save Config to File button, navigate to desired location, enter “PVC_control_Config” into the File name: text box, and click the Save button. The configuration is saved for future use. 6. Configuration of game device as PVC is complete, proceed to either configure application for use with flight simulation to test configuration or to remotely operate sUAS vehicle element. Configure as PVC for Actual Operation (EAGLE-RW) The following steps are used to configure the system for use with the X-CTU application and a PC Serial Servo Controller. CAUTION: The following instructions are associated with mapping controls for the actual EAGLE-RW platform. The mapping to the actual sUAS vehicle element differs significantly from the ClearView RC simulation mapping. DO NOT use the PVC simulation configuration for
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actual sUAS operation. Damage to the operator or vehicle could occur if the incorrect setup procedure is used for actual operation. WARNING: Before performing any setup activities, ensure the connections between the ESC and the electric motor have been disconnected to prevent turning of motor/rotors. 1. Ensure the PPJoy application and driver have been installed and configured (as Parallel Port Joystick Device) on the system (see section 7.1 PPJoy Driver). 2. Ensure a USB game device/joystick is connected to PC and is visible in the Windows Game Controllers control dialog (setup USB game controllers; see Figure 7-13: Windows Game Controllers Screen). 3. Open/execute application (use shortcut or navigate to application directory to locate and execute RemoteServoCtl.exe). 4. Application opens and loads last known configuration (see Figure 7-14: Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor Main Screen). 5. For each servo (1-6 and 8), click the Control Mapping button and map each applicable servo control as follows (see Figure 7-15: Map Servo to Joystick Screen): NOTE: It is possible to load a previously created configuration file if one has been created to bypass the following steps. Click the Open Config File button, navigate to desired file, select, and then click Open button. Servo 1 (Rotor Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Y” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Under Axis Null Zone, set a value of “50” using the slider. f. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. g. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. NOTE: The Joystick Test control in the lower left of the Map Servo to Joystick screen can be used as a diagnostic to determine the specific axis or button being used for each joystick/game device connected to the PC. h. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. j. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. k. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 1” from Cyclic Pitch Servo pull down menu. Servo 2 (Rotor Roll) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. Page 34



b. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “X” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. e. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. f. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. g. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. j. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 2” from Cyclic Roll Servo(left) pull down menu and check the Rev checkbox.



Servo 3 (Collective Pitch) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Slider” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Check the Reverse Axis checkbox. e. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. f. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. g. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. h. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. j. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. k. Under CCPM (120 Deg), select “Servo 4” from Collective Pitch Servo (right) pull down menu. Servo 4 (Tailrotor/Yaw) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Rudder/Rz” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. e. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. Page 35



f. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. g. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo. h. Repeatedly click the Trim Center Position (+) or (-) buttons to adjust the servo center trim position as needed to center servo. Servo 5 (Throttle) a. Select the Map Servo To Axis radio button. b. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection (Axis) pull down menu. c. Select the “Slider” axis option from the Axis Selection pull down menu. d. Check the Reverse Axis checkbox. e. Click the Axis Response Curve checkbox and use the vertical slider to enter a value of “-1” for the response curve. f. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. g. The servo configuration values will be stored and the main application control screen is displayed. h. Repeatedly click the Max Position (-) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “45” to “37” to limit positive rotational movement of the servo. i. Repeatedly click the Min Position (+) button to reduce the maximum servo position from “-45” to “-37” to limit negative rotational movement of the servo.



Servo 6 (EMPTY) Servo 7 (Gyro Mode Select) a. Select the Map Servo To Button(s) radio button. b. Click the Full Range tab. c. Select “HOTAS Force Feedback Joystick 0” from the Joystick Selection pull down menu. d. Select the “Button 2” option from the -45 to 45 Joystick Button (Clockwise) pull down menu. e. Click the Enable Button Stick checkbox. f. Click the OK button in the lower right corner of the screen. Servo 8 (EMPTY) 6. Click the “MiniSSC” communication protocol radio button under Protocol: in the lower left of the main screen. 7. Select “COM3” from COM Port pull down menu. 8. If CCPM ON is not visible on the button under CCPM (120 Deg), click the CCPM OFF button. 9. Click the Save Config to File button, navigate to desired location, enter “PVC_sUAS_actual_ccpm” into the File name: text box, and click the Save button. The configuration is saved for future use. Page 36



10. Configuration of system for actual SSC operation is complete.
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7.3 SVK Systems ClearView RC Flight Simulator The SVK systems ClearView RC Flight Simulator application is used to verify and test joystick and servo control configurations prior to integration with actual flight vehicle components. The details regarding how to set up and use the application to perform testing of the supervisory control configurations is as follows: 1. Purchase and download version 5.34 (or higher) of the application from: http://rcflightsim.com/download.html 2. Install in accordance with instructions provided by SVK Systems at time of purchase. 3. Ensure the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application is running and has been configured as either an SSC or PVC. 4. Open/execute ClearView application (use shortcut or navigate to application directory to locate and initialize executable file). 5. Application starts (see Figure 7-16: ClearView RC Simulator Application).



Figure 7-16: ClearView RC Simulator Application



6. Configure the control system as follows: a. Open Controller Setup dialog (Settings->Controller Setup; see Figure 7-17: Controller Setup Screen).
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Figure 7-17: Controller Setup Screen



b. Select “Parallel Port Joystick 1” option under Step1: Click below to select your controller: pull down menu. c. Select “Ctl 3: Z Rotation” option from Throttle pull down menu and check the Reverse checkbox. d. Select “Ctl 2: Z Axis” option from Rudder pull down menu. e. Select “Ctl 0: X Axis” from Aileron pull down menu. f. Select “Ctl 1: Y Axis” from Elevator pull down menu and check the Reverse checkbox. g. Click the Accept button. 7. Load the TRex450XLEasy helicopter flight model by selecting Helicopters->Load Helicopter Mode. 8. The Load Helicopter dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-18: Load Helicopter Dialog).
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Figure 7-18: Load Helicopter Dialog



9. Highlight “TREX450XLEasy” option and then click the Load button. 10. Load the flying sites and configure views (for PVC or SSC) as follows: PVC Operation a. Load one of the FPV flying sites (e.g., Desert Fun, Osage Park – Track1, Osage Park – Track2, or Osage Park – Track3) by selecting Flying Sites->Load Landscape. b. The Load Flying Field dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-19: Load Flying Field Dialog).



Figure 7-19: Load Flying Field Dialog



c. Highlight the desired landscape from the list and then click the Load button. d. Configure the camera by selecting Settings->Camera Setup. e. The Camera Mode Selection dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-20: Camera Mode Selection Dialog). Page 40



Figure 7-20: Camera Mode Selection Dialog



f. Select the “Pilot View (FPV)” option from the Click down to select the camera mode: pull down menu. g. Click the OK button. h. Simulation is configured for PVC operation. SSC Operation a. Load any of the available flying sites by selecting Flying Sites->Load Landscape. b. The Load Flying Field dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-19: Load Flying Field Dialog). c. Highlight the desired landscape from the list and then click the Load button. d. Configure the camera by selecting Settings->Camera Setup. e. The Camera Mode Selection dialog is displayed (see Figure 7-20: Camera Mode Selection Dialog). f. Select the “Ground In View” option from the Click down to select the camera mode: pull down menu. g. Click the OK button. 11. Flight simulation and control integration and configuration complete, ready for simulated flight as either PVC or SSC.
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7.4 Digi International X-CTU The Digi International X-CTU application serves as the interface between the Remote Servo Control Interface and USB Game Device Mixer/Pre-Processor application and the Wireless RS232 Modem (Sender) connected to the PC laptop using USB. 1. Perform the steps associated with installing the Xbee Windows 7 drivers, identified in the following document:  Digi, International. (n.d.). How to install USB drivers in Windows 7: For the Digi International XBee interface board. Retrieved from http://ftp1.digi.com/support/images/Win7DriverInstall.pdf 2. Perform the steps associated with configuring the Xbee modem pair, to change the modem configuration speed from 9600 to 57600, by following instructions identified in the following document:  Digi International. (2011). XBee-PRO XSC (S3B) Development Kit: Getting started guide (90002152_A). Retrieved from http://ftp1.digi.com/support/applicationguides/90002152_A.pdf
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